Anatomy of
Successful Marketing
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Bon’s Eye connects with amazing businesses all
the time, helping them discover, craft and share
their unique identities with the world. They all
offer different products or services, but each
shares a common marketing strategy: They attract
customers by projecting Mind, Body and Voice.
We call it the Living Brand approach. It’s the
power to gain loyal supporters through creating a
highly humanized, relational brand experience.

Living Brand GUIDE

Consider your brand the most organic part of your
business. It is your persona and meant to evolve. Grown
the right way, it will continually draw people closer to
your company. Within it, there’s a Mind – the brand’s
way of thinking and personality. There’s a Body – the
brand’s image and visual appeal. There’s a Voice – the
brand’s message and personal, resonating story.
During the past decade, our team has built the Living
Brand approach into many businesses. The following are
some of the philosophies and insights we’ve developed
along the way. It’s a mixed bag of sorts, meant to offer
a few starting points on how to view your Living Brand
– what it is today and what you want it to become.

The Emotionally
Calibrated Brand
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Behavioral scientists say humans make 90% of their decisions based on

Take your time with this exercise. It won’t happen overnight. Remember,

emotion. This means feelings drive most of our actions. So much so,

your goal is to build a lasting connection with those who support you –

experts have spent a ton of time digging into our limbic wiring, trying

something that moves beyond promoting obvious benefits like product

to figure out exactly what makes us tick.

function and price points. You are creating an emotionally calibrated
brand – one that elicits deeper consumer feelings and asks your audience

As best they can tell, our brains recognize similarities and patterns from
one life experience to the next, firing off responses accordingly. These
reactions – or emotions – steer our attitudes and behavior. If something
gives off a familiar, positive vibe, we’re more likely to move closer to it.
If something feels out-of-touch or unwelcoming, we’re more likely to
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back away.
So, what does this have to do with branding? Well, just about everything.
Your customer buy-in – as well as loyalty – stems from sentiments of trust
and likability. In your business, you should regularly question: “What
emotions does our brand trigger?” After all, the answer likely determines
whether folks come or go.
So, what can you do to make your identity more captivating? Map out
ways to get it in-sync with your audience’s mood. What traits do they
prefer, and can your brand authentically project these?
Start with surface-level influencers. Consider:
• How does our brand look? Is it aesthetically attractive and inviting?
• What does our brand message convey? Does it resonate on a personal level?
• Where is our brand present? Are these points easily accessible?
Next, explore the deeper connective aspects. Explore:
• What’s our brand’s greater purpose…its why?
• How can the folks behind our brand better relate to those they serve?
• How can our customers join our brand narrative?
• How will our brand be there for its customers past the point of purchase?

to make you a part of their lifestyle.
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Welcome to the Machine
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There are two parts to every marketing push: The vehicle and the content.
The vehicle is systematic. It’s a machine to deliver the content to your
audience. Your website, social media channels, digital billboards, ad
platforms…They’re all positioning tools, designed to move your brand
to many places at once.
The second part, the content, is your appeal to the people. It’s the
welcoming creative used to secure your audience’s attention and buy-in.
A relevant message, captivating narrative, eye-catching visual…They’re
all your business’s charisma, designed to tell your story in the most
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compelling terms and connect.
Vehicles undergo constant improvement, forever being overhauled with
faster engines, precision routing and more advanced automation. They
change as quickly as technology allows.
Content also is in a constant state of growth, at least if your brand is
evolving (and it always should be). It’s the only way to articulate your
progress and invite others to experience it firsthand.
Results of both vehicle and content rely on one another. A great vehicle
with weak content is worthless, and vice versa. Many businesses overlook
this equation, investing the lion’s share of time and money in one over the
other.
They bank on the latest vehicle innovation to get them in front of millions
more. It’s expected to move them to measurable outcomes, because that’s
what it was built to do. But when their brand reaches the masses, it’s dead
on arrival because the content lacks purpose. In other cases, businesses
get lost in the possibilities of creative, neglecting the importance of good,
timely placement.
Simply put, you need to adjust your marketing formula if your brand
finds itself:
a. Painstakingly perfecting content that usually never sees the light of day.
b. Forever searching for a new vehicle because nothing seems to stick.
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Moving on A Marketing Plan
Willpower Gets You to New Places.
Not the Map.
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At some point in life, we’ve all had big plans. Big plans to learn a new skill.
Big plans to get into better shape. Big plans to try something we’ve never
attempted before. In some form or fashion, we’ve all had big plans to
advance ourselves on this journey.
Many of us spent quite a bit of time and thought toward this end. We dug
deep into our psyche, exploring the “why?” and “what ifs?” of such change.
We wrestled with the idea of commitment. We weighed the benefits of
potential outcome against the comforts of our current position.
In the end, we formulated a plan – a map – based on all of this data. We
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outlined a starting point, milestones and desired destination. Now all that
stood in the way of us progressing was physical execution.
It’s at this defining moment, so many big plans devolve into colossal
energy wastes. In some cases, we succumbed to analysis paralysis. “What
foot should I lead with to get the biggest push off?” Other times, we
became overwhelmed by the breadth of scope, too exhausted to carry out
under the weight of our own self-imposed hype. It’s a “Screw It” point that
keeps our feet planted exactly where we stood from the outset.
The real secret behind big plan success isn’t so much adhering to the
map, but rather tapping into willpower…staying driven and committed.
After all, there are many different ways to reach a destination. Pathways
will washout and detours will arise. However, no one ever went anywhere
without movement – and that must be frequent and unwavering if you’re
looking to go new places.

Who You Dealing With?
Identifying Your Customer Persona
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Whether opening up a new venture or launching a product, most
businesses move fast to market. Their focus is to generate sales and drive
cashflow immediately. It’s not a bad aspiration, just a little vague in exactly
how it gets done.
Fact is, it’s not good enough to just “get out there” anymore. Waiting for
us are competitors that can beat us on cost, learn our skills, reengineer our
products, and spend more on market reach.
No, the real differentiator of successful brands in today’s saturated space
is market empathy – the ability to deeply understand the people you serve
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and what they want out of life. It’s easy to know your audience in general
terms, but much tougher to relate and grow with them.
Through basic customer personas, brands set a powerful foundation to
figuring out how to resonate and bond with their markets. This takes
understanding details in two segments:
Demographic Focuses

Psychographic Focuses

• Geographic location

• Hobbies

• Age

• Values

• Sex

• Aspirations

• Income

• Cultural Interests

• Religion

• Personality

• Marital status

• Motivators

Follow your audience and learn about them. Communicate with them
often, hear them, and show them you’re genuinely interested in their
worlds.

Brand Copywriting
How to Develop A Brand Story that Attracts
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If you have a brand, it has a story. When crafted properly, this narrative
can attract people far and wide for many, many years. The secret to
others wanting to step closer and listen to your story relies on its ability
to entertain, offer some type of valuable information, or resonate with
them on a personal level.
To do this, brand copywriters must follow some basic rules of thumb – all
of which require them to create outside of themselves. The best ones:
• Continuously observe, and speak to, their audience’s state of mind
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– their wants, needs, emotions, triggers.
• Adapt their tone based on the audience’s personality and mood.
• Identify the brand’s plot, main characters (including customers),
settings, twists, themes, and morals.
• Throw away useless words and anecdotes that sound clever, but
don’t provide any real value to the larger message.
• Know how to take complex topics and present them in a way the
audience can understand.
• Don’t fall in love with their work. They realize some people will
always critique style and delivery.
Ninety-nine percent of failed messaging comes down to content that
appeals more to the creator than the target audience. It’s produced by
and for them. We call it ego writing!
It’s much more effective for brands to develop a narrative that welcomes
customers into the journey and inspires them to keep turning the
proverbial page. After all, if you want people to invest their time and
money into your story, it’s best to pen a “Choose Your Own Adventure”
than a single-focus autobiography.

Brand MANAGEMENT
CRUISING NOW, BUT WHO’S DRIVING
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Over the last few miles, your brand has really picked up speed. Your
turning heads, and a crowd of new customers has flagged down your
business for a lift. They want your products or services and are eager
to invite others along the way. Yeah, it’s turning into one hell of a ride,
but to where?
It’s easy to let the thrill of high-performance, accelerated growth drive
you. Still, someone needs to take the wheel and steer – at least if you
want to avoid hitting a wall. If your only destination point is, “Until the
gas runs out,” the best that can happen is you drift to an idle stop. It’s
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a scenario that can be a death kiss to a business on the move.
In the world of brand management, someone’s always watching the
road ahead while keeping an eye on the rearview mirror. They oversee
everything from market navigation, speed, mileage, and direction.
There’s always a Point A and Point B to each leg of the journey.
There’s clear vision, and the brand never runs out of fuel.
If you don’t have someone doing this in your business right now,
buckle up. You’re in a moving vehicle without a driver.
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Marketing Plan Outline
Brewing Up an Annual Push
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It’s the morning of a new business year. In this rise-and-shine fiscal
moment, companies all over are percolating marketing ideas and plans
for a big sales breakout. For most, there’s an urgency to throw on their
brand’s best, get moving, and be noticed. But before you follow suit and
potentially bolt into the marketplace with your zipper down, take a little
time to really consider “What’s brewing with your brand.”
• Is it fresh?
• What’s the temperature?
• Do people return for more or do they take a sip and walk?
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Now’s that crack-of-dawn moment to map out the metaphorical day
ahead. In this case, the next 12 months. Putting together an annual
marketing strategy, however, is a big undertaking. It deserves a little
prep work up front to move it along. Before jumping into a full-on
strategy session for tomorrow, start by measuring the strength of
your brand and outlining its full capabilities today. Identify:
• What brand assets exist and how are they distributed?
• Use Brand Locations Checklist for Help!
• How are we measuring their performance?
• Are they still relevant?
• Could they be better aligned to cross promote?
• Do we need more marketing infrastructure?
Pour your early energy into developing this outline. It will serve as a
great foundation and help your marketing team build and execute on
a more thorough, tactful plan. The other option is to blast ahead with
a knee jerk approach, and that’s a good way to get burned.

How to Build A Marketing
Plan in 24 HourS
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By spearheading a business, you’ve ventured into the world of enterprise

EXAMPLE TARGET PERSONA

with a passion to succeed. Along the way, you’ve likely learned some

Outdoor Enthusiasts: Mainly consists of men – ages 25 to 40 and women –

lessons, penned a richer entrepreneurial plot and built a brand narrative.

ages 30 to 45. Often live in pedestrian-friendly urban areas. Yearn for open

Now’s the time to put that story to work in ways that engage your

land, movement and nature. Most are highly-competitive, view physical

customers and prospects. This 24-Hour Marketing Plan should help

and mental health as crucial in their happiness. Take at least 1 trip (approx.

you build a coordinated, focused approach to forging new customer

5 days) per year to camp, hike, explore nature. Track personal health via

relationships, while strengthening those with existing fans.

wearable technology and often share results on social media platforms.

1. IDENTIFY YOUR AUDIENCE

Do this for each segment and use this description of audience psychology

In order for your business to effectively reach and engage its audience,

to guide core marketing campaigns / related calls-to-action.

you first must establish a voice that resonates. You must know where to
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go, as well as what motivates them to listen, invest and return. Start by
developing up to three target personas for marketing segments you wish
to compel to take action.

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS AMONG EACH SEGMENT
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How to Build A Marketing
Plan in 24 HourS (CONTINUED)
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2. SET THREE CORE MARKETING CAMPAIGNS

EXAMPLE

Now that you’ve identified and defined your audience, it’s time to create

DYNAMIC PR CAMPAIGN: INITIATIVE KPI

three core marketing campaigns to engage each target segment. These

• Number of journalist responses / secured coverage / media relationships formed

should be significant goals that take place during a 12-month course and

• Number of presentations / attendants / people added to your contact database per event

help advance the business’s long-term plan. Each goal will require an

• Number of new social media followers per month / likes / shares / Website visits

Action Items List to assure a consistent, calculated approach.
4. ASSIGN TASKS
Example

You’ve outlined your business’s three Core Marketing Campaigns compiled related Action

DYNAMIC PR CAMPAIGN: The resurgence of Outdoor Enthusiasts Clubs

Items lists and established KPIs. Next, identify the best team members to carry out the
tasks. It’s crucial to provide the support and structure for these initiative managers to

Reach out to 3 traditional media outlets per month for feature / news coverage

Living Brand GUIDE
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succeed, so make sure you include them in scoping the work / aligning expectations.

• ACTION ITEM: Create 12-month press theme calendar

Hold monthly meetings to discuss progress, address changes in direction, and brainstorm

• ACTION ITEM: Create media contact list

ways to evolve the initiative.

• ACTION ITEM: Follow / introduce your brand to journalists via social
• ACTION ITEM: Create “News Room” section on website to house press
releases / media contact info / press kits

5. SEEK BI-ANNUAL AUDIENCE FEEDBACK
Your audience’s circumstances will change, and so will the way they view your brand.
Inevitably, variables will arise that dictate your audience’s receptiveness to a campaign.

Identify 2 annual event opportunities for brand spokesperson

Timing, news trends, economy, competitor engagement, etc. Make time twice a year to

• ACTION ITEM: Create speaker bio for presentation pitch

interact directly with those you serve. Collect feedback through an online survey, email

• ACTION ITEM: Create speaking opportunities list

campaign or in-person focus groups. This applies to existing clients, prospects and

• ACTION ITEM: Create presentation deck

internal staff.

Build Social Media campaign, posting at least twice per day

6. CONTINUE TO BUILD OUT MARKETING

• ACTION ITEM: Create monthly social media post calendar

As your business develops a following and brand equity, it’s important to not become

• ACTION ITEM: Create graphics / picture backlog (at least 5 visuals

stale. While consistency is vital, it’s alright to adapt and add strategies along the way.

ready for post at any given time).
• ACTION ITEM: Create one customized engagement campaign – i.e.

Hold quarterly meetings to review long-term mission and the role of short-term marketing
initiatives. Invite stakeholders and encourage observations, ideas, etc. Don’t get hung up

Outside the Box in 1,2,3: Test your nature by exercising outside 1 hour

on developing the perfect plan. Rather, create defined starting points and nurture initiatives

per day, limiting cell-phone time to 2 hours per week, and eating

along the way. Keep an inventory – like the checklist below – to make certain your business

healthy meals 3 weeks per month.

considers every place your brand exists and wants to be. The goal is to keep message,
engagement and style cohesive across all channels.

3. ESTABLISH KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Successful marketing campaigns evolve with their audiences’ views,
preferences and reactions in the moment. To determine whether a
campaign is in line with its audience’s needs, you must regularly measure
results. Establish Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for each campaign.
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Cut Through
Ideation Clog
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When it comes to developing a marketing campaign, that early rush of

COMMIT TO PROGRESS

concepts can quickly build up to a soupy sludge of terrible ideas. Before

Set timelines. Allow space for fleshing out best steps forward, but don’t

you know it, the production pipeline is mucked up to the point of total

succumb to analysis paralysis. Brainstorm with endpoints in mind and

impasse. Brainstorm sessions run rampant, responsibility confusion befalls

execute next moves at a clearly-defined time. Know that your campaign

the team, executive leadership starts micromanaging, everyone despises

will – and should – evolve post launch. Don’t delay advancement waiting

the project.

on greatness. Instead, make bold progress forward in the project,
anticipating change as the campaign gains steam.
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That’s because there’s a lot of space for creative in a campaign, and
creative represents a rather subjective thing that comes from an emotional

BE HARMONIOUS

part of our brains. There’s vulnerability in expressing our imaginations. It’s

Across the board, develop campaign assets

even more heightened in a group setting, where folks pile on judgement,

that are cohesive and not overly-complicated

opinions, expectation of ROI, etc. We hold on tightly to our ideas, and

to understand. They should be unified in

when we bring them to the table only to have to loosen our grip, it’s

visual, message, attitude and timing. The

extremely difficult.

most effective campaigns are memorable,
in-sync and easy to implement.

So, how do you keep everyone involved, excited and unified? Set some
basic ground rules from the outset. We use the following guiding points
to provide structure and keep things flowing in one direction. If need be,
we pull them out at the beginning of each creative swap, progress report,
update session, etc. They’re a reminder that the campaign is bigger than
one person’s ego, and with everyone onboard, success will be greater.
EXPLORE OPTIONS
Early in the process, map out various ideas before selecting a final
direction. This is the metaphorical Petri dish phase. Consider different
combinations of creative and delivery strategies, weighing the pros / cons
of each. Don’t be scared to brainstorm out loud and with an open mind.
The best campaigns are a hybrid of a few original concepts.
CREATE TO SUIT YOUR AUDIENCE
Don’t get hung up exclusively on your team’s personal preferences. Rather,
consider what will resonate with your target market(s). As a team, develop
a customer persona, then craft a unique personality, look and message that
will intrigue that person. Step outside of yourselves.
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Is Your Digital Marketing a
Bridge to Nowhere?
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There are lots of ways to get people to your website. Retargeting,

Over the years, we’ve dissected what makes a website magnetic.

influencer marketing, Facebook ads, Instagram ads, Youtube ads,

We’ve identified 5 common characteristics. Sticky websites:

boosted organic posts, Pay-Per-Click (PPC), Google Adwords…
Greet visitors with a clean landing page. They’re not too heavy with words,
These are just a few SEO (Search Engine Optimization) vehicles in a large

have high-quality aesthetic, are a breeze to explore, and point visitors to

fleet designed to move crowds to your digital digs. Some businesses only

specific actions.

need one to drive audiences, while others rely on a whole convoy. With so
many online marketing strategies, figuring out How to get them there has

Provide a valuable narrative. The content either informs visitors on something

become much easier. The challenge now is figuring out What will compel

relevant or is outright entertaining.

them to stay.
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Deliver a parting gift. This is sometimes difficult to maintain, but websites that
Look, every brand is trying to carve out a share of market awareness. We

offer takeaways to their visitors immediately boost lasting power. Sign up options

all crave the same thing: popularity. It only makes sense that ears perk up

for e-books, coupon codes, prizes, etc. help land a second encounter and build

when a digital marketer sells the idea of $5 into a vehicle to reach 200

audience contacts.

leads in return. It’s quantifiable and we get excited about the certainty of it
all, but is that really true value? In a lot of cases, we find out after the fact

Give visitors a reason to come back. They offer up quality content that changes

that it’s not.

regularly. Blogs, vlogs, podcasts all serve as spaces to tell an evolving story.

Bon’s Eye has talked with many prospects that suddenly realized their

Show personality. They show the folks behind the brand – staff, customers,

online marketing equation was lopsided and ineffective. In some cases,

community. People gravitate towards other people… the same goes online.

they had poured upwards of 90 percent of the budget into positioning,
leaving only 10 percent to create an experience worth a damn.

It’s wonderful to be widely seen. In fact, that’s a big part of digital marketing, and
SEO can help. But just because you have their attention, doesn’t mean you have

Our first question is always, “How did you wind up at this point?” The

their respect. Website’s must be built to constantly compel anticipation and buy-

answer is usually the same. They were sold on the tangibility of SEO lead

in. The best one’s are the last stop on the digital journey – destinations so rich,

generation. Someone told them they can increase traffic, and it was a done

authentic and relevant, they immediately inspire trust and likeability.

deal. For months, these brands rode the euphoria of spiked page lands.
Each passing week they’d stare into the deep abyss of puffed-up analytics.
Lots of traffic, but no steady conversions from visitors to customers. Sales
headed in the wrong direction while the website stayed busy. Then one day
it dawned on them, “We’ve built a bridge
to nowhere.”
They look at their website and see a static wasteland, littered with weak
content and void of resonation on any level. There’s nothing to influence a
reaction… Nothing to call people back for more... Nothing to inspire guests
to invite others to the party.
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